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The development of  the telecommunications market is driven forward at a great speed, in 
part by the liberalisation of  the telecommunications sector fu major parts of  the world and 
in part by the advances· in technology in areas such a,s information processing and IJ1Ulti-
media communications over the Internet Protocol.  . 
Two m~n  trends will prevail over the ·years ahead:  the rapid Internet expansion and the 
huge  growth of mobile  and  cordless  tehninals.  This  development  is  not  confined  to 
Europe  but takes  on  a  global ·dimension  and· will  lay  the  foundati()n  for  a .  global 
Iilfc;>rination  Society without  frontiers- where  information is  stored  and  communicated 
electronically. 
A  great  opportunity  exists  for  the  mobile  communications  industry  to  foster  that 
development  by  its  ability  to  provide  easy  and  ubiquitous  access.  Mobile 
.communications offers .everyone the ability to make phone calls, receive faxes, check e-
mail or use the Internet whilst on the move.  · 
The huge pqtential for  expansion that this market holds  explains  the rapidly growing 
interests  of industries  world-wide  in  the  standardisation  process · for  next  generation 
:mobile  communications  in  the  ITU  (under  the  name  IMT-2000).  In. Europe,  these 
developments.  take  place  under  the  umb_rella  of  UMTS  (the  Universal  Mobile 
Telecommunications System) and are driven forward by the UMTS Forum arid ETSI. 
But also .other parts of the world have woken tip  after the  success of GSM1•  Japan is 
preparing for a mass consumer market,  a market  wher~ Japanese industry traditionally 
has strength,  and  industry momentum is building up,  In the USA,  new  satellit.e based · 
concepts are being developed (e.g. the TeledesiC) whilst CDMA is heavily promoted by 
its  industry. as  an  a!ternative  and·. competitive  radio  access  technology  for· terrestrial 
mobile cellular coinmunications. 
The European· market of  the year 2005 is expected to  repres~nt over 100 BECU of annual 
revenues and some 200 million subscribers. The global market is anticipat~d to· grow even 
faster; in particular in Asia. This means that any development in Etirope in that area must 
take .into  account the ·global nature of _this  market.  T~ that end,  a strong home market 
would seem to provide the best conditions for European mdustry to ·compete in other parts 
· .  of  the world.  '  · 
In order to set out strategy and policy orientations for Europe in this. important but also 
very  complex  growth  sector,  the  Conuiri_ssion  issued .  a  Communication
2  in which  it  -· 
The success of GSM is generally attributed to the fact that it was an open standard and provided full 
cross. border.  roaming  functionality.  GSM  has  become  the  de-facto  world  standard  for  mobile . 
. .  ·communications with now Close  to  250 operators operating or. building· a network, the  majority of 
them outside· Europe. It is estimated that the total investment in GSM infrastructure will exceed 100 
B$ by the. tum of  the century. GSM has delivered a great net export result for Europe and created a lot. 
of  new employment within the industcy. 
2 requested responses.from Member States and sector players to a number of key questions 
related to the further development of  mobile and wireless communications in Europe. 
This Communication provides a synthesis of the comments and contributions that were 
received. In particular, clarification of the licensing regime that will be used for granting 
UMTS  licenses  and certainty that radio  frequency  spectrum will  be made available in 
good time were seen as critical areas where action by autltorities is required as a matter of 
urgency. There was an almost unanimous view of Member States and industry that this 
would create favourable conditions for the development of  UMTS and thus help preserve 
the competitiveness of  European industry. At the same time, Member States and operators 
· felt  that it would be necessary to  secure basic customer interests  such as  Europe-wide 
roaming  for  mobile  multi-media  services  on  the  basis  of a  common,  open  and 
internationally competitive air-interface standard in order that the European citizens can 
benefit from the ''wireless Information Society" without  frontiers  as  they can do ·today 
with voice using GSM. 
.  .  .  - . 
On the basis of  the responses received, the· Commission sets out action lines for creating a 
favourable environment for the further development ·of this sector  .. These action lines are .. 
summarised in the table below:  · 
Action Plan for the Community: 
- action  by 
WRC-97: preparation of  agenda WRC-99  Oct.97 · 
-
(to include UMTS spectrum allocation) 
Council Resolutiott on present Communication  Dec.97 
setting out the political priorities 
Proposal of  a UMTS Decision on spectrum and  Jan.98 
licensing conditions 
Implementation of  5th Framework Programme for  98 
Research and Development 
Adoption ofUMTS Decision  early 99 · 
Mandate to ERC on further spectrum allocation  Feb.99 
MRA negotiations  continuous 
WRC~99:  extension ofUMTS spectrum allocation  Oct.99 
Review of  telecommunication regulatory  end 99 
environment 
This  Communication  is  intended  to  present  strategy  and  policy  orientations  for  the 
development  of third  generation  mobile  communications  (UMTS)  to  the  European 
Parliament and the Council; the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of 
the Regions. It  responds to the specific call from the Council and the European Parliament 
following the Mobile Green Paper for additional action to ensure a continuing support for 
the evolution towards third generatiQn mobile communications.  · 
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4 1.  INTRODUCTION  I 
The Commission's Communication on the further development of'mobile and wireless 
· communications2  was  p~blished  on  29  May  1997.  It ·presented  an  overview  of 
developments in mobile and ·wireless communications within the European Community 
since the 1994 Green Paper on mobile and personal communications3 and examined the 
future  direction  of mobile  and  wireless  communications.  lri  particular,  it  invited 
comments on a number of core issues linked  t~ the further development of mobile and 
wireless systems: 
•· Is  this  the  right  moment to  define  a,strategy  for  the  introduction of the  Universal 
Mobile  Telecommunications  System (UMTS)  or would  regulatory  action  today  be 
premature? 
'  . 
. •  Is  there  a consensus in Europe on the notion of UMTS  or third generation mobile 
communications? Will it be a new single technology,  or a number of interoperable 
solutions based on different technologies ? 
•  What should be the respective roles of the private sector and of public authorities in 
the transition towards UMTS? ·  · 
•  How can UMTS impact on the competitiveness of  Europe's industry? 
•  How do  we  ensure that the broader' social  and  societal  interests are  secured in the 
development of  the "wireless information society"? 
Additionally, the Communication invited comments on the need,  if an):",  for  action by 
governments,  the  European  ·institutions  or  other  regional  or  global  bodies.  The 
Communication asked for responses by is Jufy 1997. ·However, this period was extended 
into September at the request of the Telecoms Council at its meeting of 27 June.  More 
than  50  written c_omments  were  received  (see  Ann~x I  for  list of contributors)4  from 
telecoms operators, equipment manufacturers and from Member States. Comments from 
business and user interests were limited to a comment from  a national user association 
and from UNICE. 
Since  the  publication  of the  Communication,  a  number ·.of  developments  can  be 
highlighted  which  reveal  a  rapid · evolution  of the  UMTS · debate  and  confirm  the 
timeliness of  the consultation launched by the Communication of  last May: 
•  In July 1997, the UMTS Forums produced its first report on a'"Regulatory Framewo* 
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Communication to the European Parliament, the Council, the Social and Economic Committee and the 
Committee of the  Regions  on· the  further  development  of mobile  and  wireless  communications  -
_Challenges and ch~ices for the European Union- COM(97) 217 fmal, 29.p5.97  . 
Green Paper on a common approach to mobile and personal communications in the European Un~on, 
COM(94) 145 final, 27.04.94 
Copies of the  comments  are  available  on request  (to  be  sent to  umts@dg13.cec.be  or by fax  to 
Secretariat, DGXIII I AID, +32-2-2968395)  . 
The  UMTS  Forum  counts  now~  about  100  members.  Memberships  includes  all  major  European 
manufacturers and mobile communications operators. The Administrations of France, Germany and 
the UK are also a member of  the Forum.  · 
5 / 
/ 
considered essential for the successful·developitlent of  UMT$, as well as the following 
timetable for such actions.  ·  · 
.......•. ·  MAiott M:it£sl'oNEs FOR THE DEviiLoPMENTANb :iNTRoD.uctioN 6FUMTS \  •· ·  ····· .. 
·· .. ·  · · >·········-·· -·- ..  )(.····  .  A8~~9r:9s~t).ij)'~1f&IANJ?  +~~!:JJMiJi~  t~~uM )  < •· ·  ..••.•. ·.······ 
· lOctober 1997 
31 December 1997 
First quarter 1998 
31 December 1999 
Early 2002 
ERC Decision on UMTS core band becomes effective; ·Member 
States expected to sign up 'for its implementation. 
Plans for the licensing ofUMTS and for the provision of  adequate 
frequency spectrum must be clear in order to reduce the risks aild 
uncertainties·  for industry 
Operators identified; drafting of  l~cences commences. 
- . 
Agreement by ETSI on UMTS Phase 1 standard. 
Start of  cormhercial UMTS service. 
. •  T.he UK in a consultative document? has become the first Member State to annowice a 
timetable for granting several UMTS licences with a view to services starting in 2002. 
•  Within ETSI, intensive discussion is taking place to reach a common understanding 
. ·about the basic tecluiical characteristics of UMTS, and a number of  .announcements 
have rec,ently  been  made  by some  of ,the  major  actors  in  the  European  mobile 
manufacturing industry. 
•  Internationally,  there  have  been  a  number  of aimouncements  fr(?m  industry  and 
. Governments concerning third generation systems, for exarp.ple in the USA; Japan and 
Korea.  Work in ITU IMT-20008 has provided a forum with wide global participation, 
·whilst contacts between regional standardisation bodies hav~ been established and are 
strengthen_ing,  particularly in areas related to the development of a single radi9 ·air-
interface. ·  · 
In  preparing  this  Communication,  the  Commission  has  drawn  conclusions  from  the 
public comments received in  r~sponse to the May  Comm~nication,  'and from the Report 
· ofthe UMTSForum as well as other-ongoing developments.  .  . 
.  The objective of  the present ~ommunication is to establish policy objectives in the areas . 
/of  UMTS; to clarify how certain aspects of  the current regulatory environment impact its 
6 
1  A Regulatory Framework forUMTS, Report No. i from the UMTS Fonun, 25 June 1997. It can made 
. available oy the secretariat-of the Forum, Russell Square House, 1- 12 Russell Square, London WCU~  · 
SEE, UK, fax +44 171 331 2040, e-mail umtsforum@fei.org.uk  ·' 
7  .Multimedia communicati~ns on the ~ove, a consultative document from the UK Department ofTrade 
and Industry, 31 July 1997. 
8  IMT-2000 (International Mobile Telecommunications 2000) is  the Iiame  designated by ITU-T (the 
Telecommunications sector) to the standardisation efforts for third generation mobile communications. 
·The corresponding acronym FPLMTS (Future Public 'Land Mobile Telecommtinications System) is up 
till today still used by ITU-R (the radio frequency sector) to designate the radio frequency spectrUm 
allocated·to·third generation mobile communicatiqns. 
6 - development  and.i~·propose further  ~c!ion in·-key areas, as well as a timetable for such 
steps.  ·  ·  "'  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  '  ·  ·  · 
The  Communication  proposes  to  confirm  the -commitment  at Community  level  to· · 
ensuring an environment conducive to  a successful preparation and implementation of 
UMTS .. 
7 · 2.  INDUSTRY AND ADMINISTRATION VIEWS ON THE FURTHER 
DEVELOPMENT OF M9BILE AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS 
The launching ofa debate within the European Union oil the future strategy for UMTS · 
was widely welcomed though it was cleat that industry and Member States had different 
expectations for the process~ Section 2.1  below is structured along· the main lines of the 
comments  that  were received  to  the  core  issues  identified• in section  3.3 of ihe May 
Communication, whilst section  2~2 presents additional comments on the key· regulatory 
issu~s raised i:h section"3.4 of  the May G_ommunication. 
2.1. ·  Main lines of comments on core issues 
.  . 
2,1.1  An overall strategy is urgently needed to provide regulatory certaintyfo_r UMTS 
Industry looked for  the rapid development of a clear regulatory framework  in the  key 
are~,. such as:  the impact of competition rules on UMTS; ·the  way  licences would be 
issued and _the· conditions to  be  attached to  them,  and the-.future  frequency  allocations 
within the 2 GHz· band.  Lack of timely decisions on these issues will  deter the  sector 
actors to take the required investment decisions without which the further development of 
UMTS will be  ~eriously compromised.  ·  · -· 
Industry  believes . that  an  approach  at  European  level  is  essential  to  maximise  the 
opportunities for  European players within the global market for third generation mobile 
comniunications9.  With -other  technologies  on  the  horizon  (e.g.  the  deveiopment  by 
Japanese and North American industry of  new air interfaces), it was felt that Europe had a 
narrow window of  opportunity in which to develop a clear.and winning strategy. 
At the same time a number of  comments pointed to the· difficulty of  taking decisions at a 
stage where UMTS has not been cle;rrly defined in system terms and users had yet to 
indicate what level of  demand there woul4 be for the riext generation of  services.  ' ' 
9  The European market for third generation mobile commuriications is a small part of  the potential global 
market. TI,.e UMTS Forum forecast for the world-wide growth of mobile communications is shown.in 
the table. below. The North American and European markets are expected to reach saturation first as 
can be seen in the table. But even in 2015, markets in Asia; Africa and South America are expected to 
be far·from saturation, even without taking  population growth into account. 
Customers in millions  1995  2000  2005  2010  2015 
at year end 
EU 15  22  113  200'  260  300 
North Americ~  36  127  .  190  220  230 
Asia Pacific  \  - 22  149  400  850  1400 
Rest of  World  7  37  150  400  800 
Total  87  426  940  1730  2730 
8 The key message from the Member States  that responded to. the consultation.(see·Aruiex ..  · 
I) was  that  the  development .  of uMTS should be ·market-led. with industry playing  a 
.predominant role.  Regulators should not substitute themselves for market  forces~ As a 
result some· Member.  States. (United. Kingdom, Finland and. Gennany). suggested that the 
combination. of  oompetition law and-the Licensing Directive ·offered the necessary. basic . 
regulatory frarrie\Vork  within which UMTS could be introduced.  Beyond this, Member· ·-
.States .  genez:a1ly .supported 'industry in  seeki~g furtlier  clarification with regard. to· the  · 
. impact of  competition rules, and.with regard to how the Licensing Directive would apply.· 
toUMTS.  . 
.  The UK indicated that·whilst it saw the possible need for additional· regulation for UMTS, 
it questioned the need for those rules t9 be. develop~· within a Community thunework. 
France hlghlighted iri  this context  the  1999 Telecoms Review which would adapt the 
telecoms regulatory framework; if  required, in the light of  two-years of  competition. 
2.1.2  A dear  picture with regard to freguencies lies at the heart tifthe debate 
~  .  . 
Member States attached importance to the current work within the ERC which had led to 
a Decision on UMTS  bandsto.  At the same time,  Finland  .. and France both expressed 
concerns that should the ERC mechanism fail to produce timely and binding results, th~ · 
European Community should consider adopting a Frequency Directive. · 
·Industry and the UMTS Forum also attached importance to the ERC'swork as.the basis 
for the management of the spectrum for  UMTS/IMT  -2000:  Some industry comments, 
however,  preferred  the  use  of a ·binding  Community  measure  to  allocate  frequency, · 
together with  a  clear  identification  at  a  political  level  of CommunitY  priorities  arid 
objectives in relation io UMTS.  ··  ·  ·  ·  · · 
Several  respondents  focused  on  how  much  fees- companies  would  have  to  pay  for·: 
spectrum and whether it would be .  allocated by auctions, with some comments arguing 
that high fees acted as a market barrier.  · ·  ' 
2.1.3  The notion tdthlrdgeneration mobUe communications 
A number of  comments focused on the need for a migration· strategy from existing second 
generation systems, so that a degree of  backward compatibility would be guaranteed. In 
this rega,rd,. some comments highlighted the current evolution Of the GSM standard, in 
particular ·the development of the General Packet Radio System (GPRS,  as  p~  of the 
GSM PhaSe 2 package, to support a limited form of  mobile multimedia) as an importan:t 
test  bed  for  future .,developments.  Many :cori:Unentators .  argued  that  UMTS  should 
constitute a multimedia evohition ofGSM  .... 
10  ERC Decision on the frequency bands for the introduction of Universal Mobile Telecommunications 
Systems (UMTS}, ERC/DEC/(97}07, 30 Jtine  1997. CEPT Administrations had until 1 October.l997 
to sign up for: the Decision. On that date, the following EU  Administrations had committed themselves 
to  implementing the  Decision:  Austria,  Finland,  Germany,  the  Netherlands,  Portugal,  Spain,  UK. 
Furthermore, the followingnon-EU countries bad signed up: Lithuania, Norway, Turkey. 
9 Several industry players and the Member States emphasised that ETSI provides the best 
platform for translating the notion of  UMTS into key open standards and that technology 
choices. should come frop} industry through~Jthe standardisation process in ETSI.  · 
The issue of whether or not existing fixed or mobile operators should be able to operate 
third  generation  systems  was  seen ·to  raise  competition  issues.  The  UMTS  Forum 
suggested  that  existing  operators  should  not  be  excluded from  bidding  for  UMTS 
licenses, beca.use of the huge investment costs required for UMTS, whilst a number of 
GSM.operators staked a claim to the automatjc grant ofUMTS licences, in order to allow 
users  to  benefit from  their skills and experience.  Member States considered that there 
s~ould be neither  an  automatic  granting  of licenses  to,  nor  an  a  priori  exclusion  of 
. GSM/DCS operators. 
2.1.4  The broader impact ofUMTS on Europe's society andg,lobal competitiveness 
Indu~try presented UMTS  as  a test of Europe's ability to  rise  to  the  challenge· of the 
communications  markets  in  the  next  century  and  the  development  of a  "wireless 
.information society".  Indu~try argued in this context that UMTS must offer nation-wide 
. coverage within Member States and be priced at a level (both services and equipment) 
, which reflected a mass consumer market rather than a premium business service. In this 
respect, it was argued that high· valuations plac_ed  on spectrum would lead operators to 
focus on high profit business customers and could put European users and the industry at 
a serious disadvantage vis-a-vis other global players. 
To this end, UMTS was also perceived as having a direct impact on the competitiveness 
of Europe's. economy  as  part  ~f the  fabric  of advanced  communications  which  was. 
bringing  doWn. business  costs.  It  could  also  play an  important role  in continuing the 
success  of Europe's  mobile  communications  ind1:1stiy,  offering_  manufacturers  and 
operators  a  strong home market from  which to  expand.  This  assessment was  largely 
shared by .Member States. Stress was placed  on  the  fact  that by developing  products 
which  responded  to  market  demand  .  and  which  competed  successfully  with  other 
.  technologies, systems were. likely to emerge which could compete on a world stage. 
In this respect, the UMTS Forum emphasised that the global potential of this market has 
two  major  implications,  firstly  that  it is _even  more  necessary  to  set  regulatory  and 
technological frameworks which will provide the greatest impetus to uMTS in Europe, 
and secondly that UMTS developments need to take into account trends in other parts of 
the world. · Such  trends  include  a  greater  use  of wireless  for  all  telecommunications 
services, particularly in· emerging market.· 
2,];5  Otherfactors related to the take up tQ'UMTS 
Strong support was  found .for  a· Community  co~ordinated research programme into the 
possible health effect of  mobile phones.  · 
There w~re no calls for extending current concepts of  universal service to include UMTS 
a.S a means of  securing its wider deplo}'ment.  ·. 
Other issues were identified in the comments as being important for the take up ofUMTS 
services, namely: seeurity and encryption issues; the protection offered against fraudulent  · 
use, the 11eed for adequate levels of  privacy and protection of  personal data, the protection  . 
10 of intellectual  property,  the  integration  of UMTS  in  teleworking  and  telete~ching 
-initiatives and access for the content industry. 
-A  range of initiatives· are  underway at a.  Community  level  in relation  to  these areas, 
therefore they are not considered further in fu!s Communication. 
12.2.  Comments on key regulatory issu·es 
2.2.1  The regulatozy..framework for UMTS 
The development of  UMTS should be market-led 
There is broad recognition that the private sector must take the lead and should design, 
build and deliver mobile and wireless multi-media services.  Such action should be driven 
by market demand.  Comments suggested that the role of public authorities was one of 
"political  leadership",  creating  an  appropriate  regulatory  environment  through  rules · 
which promote innovation and flexibility. 
Many comments whilst emphasising the need for a predictable regulatory environment, 
confined calls for regulatory action to the issue of grant of licences for UMTS and the _ 
need for early frequency decisions, in order to avoid over-regulation. One manufacturer 
.stated that Member States must set a global  e,x~ple by committing to  early spectrum 
licenses.  Emphasis was also pl;ieed on the need for rapid progress on a minimum degree 
of standardisatiqn i.e.  only the critical interfaces.  A number of comments stressed the 
need for early decisions if  Europe w~  not to be overtaken by developments in other parts 
of the  World  and  if. the  current  technological  l~ad based  on  GSM  was  not  to  be 
squandered. 
A unique solution or interoperability and interconnection for competing technologies? · 
Some comments highlighted the risks of  multiple wideband air-interfaces, allowing users 
to l:l.e connected to a multi-media environment, underminin~  the objective_ of  Europe-:  wide 
roaming and connectivity. This led for calls for action to be focused on ETSI  and  th~_ 
UMTS Forum, in order to facilitate a single technological solution. Such a solution would 
minimise the risk of multiple standards being adopted or implemented in Europe.  The 
importance of European standardisation efforts was stressed as  a  m~ans of influencing 
global developments.  · 
Others stre.ssed the need for competition, preferring work to focus on interoperability and 
interconnectivity rather. than a single technology. Stress was also placed on the- need for 
UMTS to allow operators to innovate and to use their technology of choice, reflecting a 
concern that over-specified standards tend to make businesses less flexible,  preventing 
. competition based on differences  in products  and  services.  In their view  the  current 
agreement on_key characteristics of  third generation systems was adequate for investment 
decisions  and  for  the  limited  regulatory  action  required.  Any  atten;tpt  to  establish  a 
consensus around a more detailed  con~ept of UMTS was unrealistic, particularly if the 
aim was. to develop a level of  detail similar to that found within the GSM standard.  This 
view was supported in particular by the UK and France. 
11 On  the  issue of whether uMTS should be service- or technology orientated,  the  UK 
· suggested that it should be technology based. The UMTS Forum Teport states that UMTS 
. spectrum should be reserved for systems using UMTS as defined in standards adopted by 
ETSI.  Flexibility of the  UMTS  standard  as  defined· by ETSI would be an  advantage. 
Several Member States and operators felt that open standards were needed to ensure that a 
variety of  manufacturers will be able to supply equipment and that this equipment will be 
inter-operable. 
Roaming is a key regUlatory issue for UMTS 
· . Roaming is  considered. by most of Member States and operators as  a key is,sue  for the 
successful  take  up  of UMTS,  particularly  as  it  seeks .to .  compete with  current  GSM 
networks.  Concerns were expressed about the uncertain regulatory position today as  to 
whether all  aspects of roaming would be  caught by the  Corrimunity's Interconnection 
Directive. 
Some Member States take the view that third generation operators should be encouraged 
to enter into roaming agreements with each other, whilst others went further suggesting 
that legal measures to. oblige UMTS operators to negotiate roaming arrangements where 
required, where this was not cover~d by the Interconnection Directive. 
The.need for global as well  as regional roaming was also highlighted in the context of 
. ITU work on IMT  -2000.  - . 
·The need  for regUlatory action to be co-ordinated at a European level 
- . 
The majority view supported the case for a clearer ·concept of  UMTS to emerge as a pre-
requisit~ :for action at the European levei. Most Member States called for a co-ordinated· 
approach  with  regard  to  the  introduction  of UMTS,  on  the  basis  of discussion  at . 
CommunitY  level and/or within the ·CEPT.  This view is  supported by several industry 
players who argue that the piecemeal issuing of  lic~ses will create instability and that 
therefore  licenses  and  spectrum  should  be  made  available· in  a  co-ordinated ·mariner. 
Stress was also placed on the need to ensure a  solution which was consistent with IMT-· · 
2000,  so  that  global roaming  could be ensured.  Given that  the  available  spectrum  is 
limited,  some  Member  States  ~gued that  UMTS  should  be  constrained  to  a  single 
techitology,  with possible  legal  requirements to  support  roamingrperhaps through  an 
obligation established at a Community level.  · 
Role  for public authorities io secure a broad competitive basis for UMTS 
.  .  .  -
Member States saw a clear role for action by public authorities in order to safeguard the 
general public interestby ensuring that regulatory environment did  not hold back the 
' development ofa,competitive environment offermg a  broad range ofser\;ices:' 
2.2.2 · Freguency issues related to UMTS _ 
· The.issue of  spectrum pricing 
Several  industrY  contributors  argued  that·. hi~ pricing  of'·'spectrum  would  di~tort the 
market and damage the uptake of UMTS services. Little· support .was  expressed for the 
use of  market mechanisms, in particular, auctions, since these tend to overprice spectrum,. 
create uncertainty and undermine the development of a healthy industry. Some.atso felt  .  '  . 
12 that  auctions  risked  favouring' the_· entry  of non-European  players  into  the  Eur9pean 
market place.  On the other hand,  some Member States consider that spectrum pricing 
should reflect its economic value. 
Estimates of  how much spectrum is required 
Industry players argued that the 2  ·  x 40 MHz currently designated by the ERCII will prove 
to  be insufficient  for  the needs of a competitive market place to  start up.  The UMTS 
Forum identified a minimum requirement of 2 x 40 MHz to be released now,  together 
with another band ·of 20  MHz  which will be needed  for  non-public,  in-building, ·tow 
mobility  systems.  In  the  longer term,  the  Forum  considered  current  market  forecasts 
justify a claim for the full  155 MHz identified for terrestrial mobile communications by 
w  ARC-92 . to  be  available  by the  year  2005,  with  a  further  185  MHz  required  for 
terrestrial services by the year 2010. It was suggested-that steps should therefore be ~aken 
by the CEPT to place the subject of additional spectrum for IMT-2000 on the WRC-99 
agenda. 
Additionally, the· ITU has  identified 60  MHz for  the satellite component of IMT-2000, 
with forecasts of  a need for a further 30 l\1Hz by the year 2010. 
The idea of  sharing a common pool of  sp~ctrum  was rejected by industry who argued that 
it would be a significant disincentive for operators, whilst others doubt whether it would 
be technically possible or indicated that it wo~d  create monopoly structures. 
In terms of the  UM~S  market, several comments stressed that the  development of the 
UMTS market makes it necessary that sufficient spectrum is available to cover the needs 
of all  operators  seeking  a  license.  This  would  also  have  ap.  effect  on  the  future 
· developmt:;ntlevolution of  the UMTS standard .. 
When and how should decisions on spectrum be taken? 
The UMTS Forum called for a co-ordinated approach by all relevant authorities in Europe 
to  ensure  a timely approach to  identifying,. liberating and  allocating tJMTS spectrum. 
Nevertheless, some argue that the detailed planning of the spectrum can only be done at a 
later stage when a clearer picture ofUMTS has emerged. 
2.2.3  Standardisation related questions 
· General characteristics for UM_TS _ 
In  general  terms  there  was  agreement  on  some  of the  key  service  characteristics  of 
UMTS.  As. a system it would have to  represent. an improvement  over current mobile 
systems, for example, by offering extended coverage (preferably global), htgher bit rates 
(to  support  multi-media),  better  spectral  efficiency  and  greater  flexibility  for  the 
customer, both in service offering and price. 
Some  manufacturers  suggest  that  UMTS  is  effectively  mobiie  Internet.· Other  more-
traditional operators viewed UMTS  as  a means  of achieving  ISDN type services on a . 
.  .  / 
II  ERC Decision on the frequency bands for the introduction of Universal Mobile Telecommunications 
Systems (UMTS), ERC/DEC/(97)07, 30 June.1997 
13 mobile platform and facilitating fixed-mobile convergence.· Furthermore, a few comments · 
drew _links between ·UMTS and _Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) as well as TETRA.  . 
UMTS is likely to  involve both qn ·  evolution of  GSM and the development of  q new air 
{nterface  · 
Several comm~nts stressed that the path to UMTS is likely to involve both an evolution 
of the GSM backbone infrastructure for call control and mobility management and the 
development of a new radio air-interface supporting data rates up to 2 Mbits/s and multi-
media services12.  · 
Industry is  apparently prepared to  accept,  giveri the significant investments  in ·current 
mobjle networks and the need for evolution, that at global level different regional systems 
will ~e developed supporting different air-interfaces. Consequently multi-mode terminals . 
would  be  required  for  global  roaming  services;  Some  felt  that  that  more  complex . 
rimltimode terminals would slow down the development of  the market. 
Comments  from  current  mobile .  operators  ~tressed that  GSM  covers  a  spectrum  of 
narrow-band  services  and  that  UMTS  would  be ·the  natural  complement,  offering 
advanced  high  bandwidth  services.· Existing  operators  recognised  that,  if UMTS  is 
optimised for wideband services, it will be easier for them as providers of  existing narrow 
band systems to claim licenses in the UMTS band. Some operators question whether the 
financial power in the market is sufficient to make third generation a success if it would 
be a  st~d-alone technology and stress the need for a smooth migration from  GSM by 
- adding modular components. 
Finally,  ETNO /made  the  point  that . focusing  the  resoujces  of many  operators, 
·manufacturers and service providers on a single standard (i.e: GSM) leads to high~quality, 
low-cost products and demonstrated market satisfaction.  It stressed roaniing  as  a key 
issue to service delivery that has played a pivotal role in the development of the market 
across  Europe  and  many other countries  of the  world.  Besides meeting an  important 
· . market  demand,  Europe-wide  roaming  was  identified  as  an  important  factor  that  has 
contributed to  the  global  success of GSM.  Technologies or standards  (or any  mix of 
them) which inhibit or constrain such roaming may prove less attractive to the world's 
· operator  community than those  that  facilitate  roaming . functionality  through  a ·single 
standard.  ·  ·  ·  · 
" 
A central role for ETSI 
Standardisation is,  and  will  remain,  a  key  factor  in providing  quality  services  for  a 
. reasonable  price  and  in  enabling  roaming  between  systems.  The  success  of UMTS 
dep<?nds  upon the  flexibility  of interfaces  and  the  capacity to  evolve  in parallel with 
technology.  Continued  close  co-operation' between  operators,  manufacturers  and 
regulators· in the !!!tandardisation of UMTS is crucial for UMTS to be as  successful as 
GSM.  .  .  . 
12  Where the UMTS Forum elaborated the UMTS vision. in broader conceptual and market terms, ETSI 
is  working out the more detailed technical picture of UMTS. ETSI is expected' to take a decision on 
the air~intei:face standard for UMTS dUring the frrst half of 1998.  · 
14 There was general support for ETSI playing a role in developing an open and transparent 
approach to  standardisation  for  UMTS  and  for  it  to  carry  out  the  task  of UMTS 
standardisation, with an aim of  ensuring efficient use of  the designated UMTS frequency 
bands.  Several Member States and industry players emphasised that technology choices' 
should  come  from  industry  through  the  standardisation  process  in  ETSI  where  only 
UMTS standards approved by ETSI should be used in those bands.  - / 
A close co-operation between ITU,  ETSI,  and other regional  standardisation bodies is 
essential to  establish a framework for global compatibility. The Forum further places a 
great deal of  importance in identifying UMTS as a part of  the IMT-2000 family. 
The need for redirection of the standardisation from telecommunications per se towards 
information technology is  recognised in several contributions from  Member States and 
· industry.  It is  mentioved  that  a  much  greater  participation  of the  IT- industry  in  the 
standardisation process is highly desirable. 
Several  Member States  had  difficulty  in  seeing  how  competition  amongst  stan9ards 
within  the UMTS  spectrum band could work  without  de~stabilising the market.  It was 
recalled that one of the key factors in the success of GSM _had  been the stability of the 
standard and the large number of manufacturers supporting what is to  a large extent an 
open standard. It was argued that competition between standards would invariably mean 
proprietary standards, which have the major drawback (as perceived by the operator and 
its financial backers) _oflocking an operator to one manufacturer for years. 
2.2.4  Research andDevelopment 
The majority of the comments relating to  R&D aim at improving the UMTS  networks 
that will be deployed in the future, in terms of performance, capacity, Quality of Ser\rice 
(QoS) usability and cost. 
The · proposals  for  future  R&D,  in  particular  in  the  context  of the  5th  Framework 
· Programme,_ indicate  the  need  for  research  into  the  so-called  Enabling  Technologies. 
Under this -term  can  be  found  technology concepts that  have  emerged  during  the  last 
years.  Their  incorporation  into  current  and  future  mobile  communications  networks 
promises  considerable  improvements  of performance.  Technologies  such  as  Neural 
Networks,  High  Temperature  Superconductivity  (HTS)  and  Space  Division  Multiple 
Access (SDMA) fall under this category. 
The need for further research on S<:>ftware Radio Technologies· (SRT) was highlighted in 
all contributions, as one of the te<:hnologies that will enable the introduction of service 
and content diversity and  alleviate the problem of _standards.  The concept of software 
radio  is' seen as  the basic  technology  that_ will  allow  a mobile  network to  adapt_ and 
reconfigure its radio interface and reallocate its resources, and_ to meet the characteristics 
of  a variety of  terminals. 
A  number of proposals  indicated  the  need  to  further  investigate  the  incorporation  of 
Digital  Audio  Broadcasting  (DAB)  systems  into  the  future  generations  of mobile 
communications systems. The argument behind those comments is the ability of  the DAB 
standard  to  provide  high  capacity  wireless  links  that  in  the  context  of  mobile 
communications  systems  can  be · used  for  downloading  the  code  necessary  for  the 
reconfiguration of  the mobile terminals. 
15 In 'light  of the  foreseeable  penetration  levels  of UMTS,  a. number  of contributions 
indicated the need to provide information on the. issue of  health hazards caused by the use 
of  mobile terminals and base stations. 
Also the ease of use of  mobile terminals is considered as essential.  Hen~e. issues such as 
Man Machine Interface_(MMI), voice recognition, hands free operation, etc. need further.· 
~~  '  .  . 
Research  on  tools  for  planning  ~d  allocation  of resource, ·network management  and 
interconnection of networks (e.g. UMTS and broadband W-LANs), considered from the 
·perspective of spectrum efficiency, network capacity as well as QoS, are ·a priority, given 
the increased complexity of  future networks.  · 
}:<urther,  the  developm~nt of pilot platforms tliat provide the base fot implementing and 
demonstrating new applications and services is considered as a valuable too], in order to 
demonstrate to the consumers the flexibility and benefits ofUMTS.  · 
· Taking into account that UMTS will be deployed using the 2 ·aHz frequency .band, it is 
felt  that research .  should  also  be  oriented  towards  the  utilisation of higher  frequency 
bands,  providing · further,  opportunities  to  meet  the  ·requirements  for  broadband 
communications. 
Comments were also expressed regarding th.~ need to ensure that security and encryption · 
techniques  adaptable  on  the  nature  of  the -transmitted  information  over  mobile 
communication channels (private or professional) are
1  further rese_arched. 
2.2.5  lliternational aspects 
Comments stressed that the European market for UMTS will be a part of  a global market. 
This has a number of  implications for UMTS. For example, UMTS developments need to 
take into account ·trends· in other parts of the world.  But also the issue of access to the . 
globalmarket was seen as an important succe~s factor for UMTS. 
- Free circulation and roaming in a global context were mentioned by Member States, the 
UMTS Forum and industry a8 main issues on which European Community action should 
focus.  Spectrum and standardisation issues must be progressed through the appropriate 
international  bodies  and specifically  with  the  ITU.  To  that  end, it  was  felt  that  the 
European participation in IMT  -2000 standardisation work should be strengthened. 
In particular,  the. UMTS  Forum  report  recommended  that  the  European  Union- can 
undertake action to remove barriers to the use· of  UMTS beyond Europe. This includes an . 
assessment to  what extent UMTS  might be covered .by the  commitments made in the 
Group  on Basic Telecortnnunications of GATSIWTO.  It is  .. also  recommended to  take 
steps to ensure that UMTS products are explicitly covered by the Information Technolog):' · 
Agreement (ITA). · 
16 I  -3.  COMMISSION ASSESSMENT 
·13.1.  Areas of  consensus 
In the light of  the comments set out above, the Commission believes the following areas 
of  consens':ls or strong support can be identified: 
Regulatory framework 
1.  Broad  agreement  is  found  that  now  is .. the  time  to  set· out  the  strategy  for  the  ,, 
introduction of UMTS.  The comments confirm the need to  raise the UMTS  to  the 
forefront of  a policy  debate at the level of  the European Union. 
2.  The development of  UMTS must be market-led and driven by the private sector. The 
Government's role should be to ensure that the regulatory climate does not hold back 
innovation and investment.  . 
3.  The view that the  current-regulatory framework  is  broadly sufficient  for UMTS  is 
genenilly supported. Nevertheless, in order to enable investment decisions to be made, 
confirmation was  requested  that key  aspects  of that  framework .  (e.g.  licensing  and 
interconnection rules) would apply to UMTS.  Furthermore, clarification was sought 
. on how decisions on licensing, frequency or standards could be accommodated within 
the existing rules. 
4.  There is agreement that existing GSM players should· be allowed to migrate to UMTS, 
while at the same time ensuring  an open and competitive market for new players. 
Frequencies 
5.  A majority of commentators consider the present ERC decision for 2 x 40 MHz to be 
allocated by 2002 to  UMTS  out of the FPLMTS  band identified by W  ARC-92  as 
insufficient  to  establish  a  broad  competitive  service  offering  for  UMTS.  General 
agreement was found that further radio frequency spectrum needs to be identified. 
Standardisation 
6.  Member States and private sector players stress the need for industry co-operation in 
ETS(to arrive_ at common and open standards for critical interfaces such as the air-
interface. Limiting standardisation to key interfaces would allow for a mix and match 
of  vendors, without undemiining the creation of  a competitive market for equipment. 
7.  Ensuring roaming capability for future multi-media systems is regarded crucial. This 
would  be  facilitated  by  a  consensus  on  a  common,  open  and  intematiorially 
competitive air-interface standard within Europe. 
A  solution  where  interoperability  and- roaming  are  provided  through  multi-mode 
handsets in an environment with multiple air-interfaces, even if  technically possible, is 
not the preferred solution. within Europe as  it bears the risk of market fragmentation 
and/or hjgher costs. At a  global level it remains possible that emphasis will be placed 
17 .  . 
- on interoperability of a number of  r_egional air-interfaces. The lack of a col1'l..mon and 
open air~  interface in Europe would affect both the customer and the. competitiveness of 
any UMTS standard.  · 
8.  UMTS  is  viewed as  a crucial test to  Europe's competitiveness, both for the mobile 
· · communications industry and because of  the importance of  mobile communications for · 
economic players at  large.  A strong home market would. seem to  provide .  the best 
?onditions for Eriropean industry to compete in other parts of  the world.  ·  -
·Other issues 
9.  The contributions to  the· con·sultation resulted in a broad range of fringe· factors that ·  · 
need to be addressed to  safeguard the general public -interest.  Views expressed were 
htrgely complementary and  included actions in  such  areas  as  research  into possible 
health effects ~s well as measures to ensure the protection of  privacy and personal data 
and against fraudulent use . 
. ,3:2. _ Issues for further discussion 
From the comments, it is also clear that in-a number of  ~eas, eithe! no clear consensus . 
emerged or' further work is required: 
· 1.  The  extent  to  which  further  decisions  concerning  UMTS  frequencies  should  be a 
matter for the European Community or for CEPT. Whilst many comments supported· 
the use of  CEPT  IERC n}echanisms, concerns arose about the risk of  those procedures 
failing to produce implemented results. Should that be the case a nuniber of Member 
States  ·and  industry  players  saw  a  clear  role  for  binding  legislation within  the 
Cpmmunity. 
2.  There was a split between industry· and Member States with regard to the issue of 
spectrum pricing, with the industry reluctant to fa9e spectrum fees which they argued 
would put up their business costs. Member States, however, were more open to placing 
a market valuation on a scarce natural resource to ensure its efficient use. 
3.  Whilst there is agreement on the general notion o{UMTS, the consultation has sho\vn 
that it is not yet possible to describe UMTS in terms of  system or technology concepts 
· For Member States and operators. a definition of UMTS, in particular its air-interface 
standard, is nC?eded  for regulatory action-and indeed seems to be a pre-requisite for a 
co-ordinated introduction .  ·  · 
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[  4.  ORIENTATIONS FOR PUBLIC POLICY 
While addressing a wide range of  issues, the comments received can be structured along 
main  chalJenges,  alJowing  general  principles  and  political  priorities  to  be  identified . 
(section 4.1).  These findings  are  translated into recommendations for action by public 
authorities to establish a suitable regulatory environment and to address certain flanking 
issues (section 4.2).  · 
-~4.1.  Policy objectives 
In the light of the comments received and the consensus established, three key policy 
objectives can be identified which should underpin future action both by the Community 
and by industry.  These are set out below.  In section 4.2 areas for Community actions to 
further the attainment of  these objectives is set out. 
•  Fostering the development of  a market with  a broad competitive offering of  mobile 
multi-media services through competition 
This objective· requires a legal and technical environment which will allow competing 
providers of  UMTS services and networks. This requires an open licensing procedure 
and early decisions on the number ofUMTS licenses. It requires sufficient spectrum to 
allow  such  competition  and  it  requires  standards  which  ensure  that  users  can 
communicate with.other users  whilst not being so comprehensive as to prevent service 
providers from offering different service elements or facilities. 
•  Enabling industry to meet user and Societal needs 
The  success  of UMTS  in  an  environment  in  which  second  generation  mobile 
technolog~es are already well established is closely linked to  ensuring it responds to 
user's needs, for example, for mobile multimedia and mobile Internet functions or for 
Europe-wide and global roaming of  these services. The pricing ofUMTS services _and 
equipment will  also be crucial  to  whether it is  seen as  a mass-market product or a 
niche  premium  service.  From  a  regulatory  perspective,  it  is  essential  that· any 
remaining  artificial  market  oarriers  are  removed  and  that  a  broader  convergence 
between telecommunications and audio-visual sectors ·is promoted. It is also important 
to address the broader social and societal interests and secure access to the ''wireless 
information society" for all citizens. 
•  Creating a climate for investment-and deployment of UMT8_ and fostering Europe's 
competitiveness 
Investment  and  business  planning  requires  early  decisions  as  to  the  regillatory 
framework of  UMTS, the spectrum availability and as to the standards,  together with 
a longer term perspective on how further spectrum may be required. The application of · 
the  current  regulatory .  envir~nment to  UMTS  should  be  confi~ed and,  where 
appropriate, further steps taken to adapt or clanfy that framework.  Finally, in order to 
pres~rve the· broader industrial  interests,  industry. with,  where· appropriate,  support 
19 from  the Member States  and  the  Cominission should aim at  positioning UMTS  in 
global markets,  both through ensuririg a strong home b(,ISe  within the internal market · 
and by. promoting the rapid development of  mobile multimedia applications.  · 
4.2. -· Recommendations for further action 
Whilst industry  and  national  ~Governments have  a  key  role  in  achieving  the  policy 
objectives set ou.t  s~ction 4.1, the Commission believes that all appropriate actions must· 
be taken with particular attention being given at European level to the following five key 
areas:  regulatory  framework,  frequency  r~lated  issues,  standardisation  an~  system 
definition, research and development, and action at the international level. 
4.2.1  Regulatozy FCflmework 
·The  Commission_ considers  to  propose  a  European  Parliament  and  Council  Decision 
("UMTS Decision")  with respect to roaming,  frequen~ies and standards. 
Licensing .. 
-How, when and by whom licences for  UMTS  service providers and operators will be 
granted, are questions of central importance.  The current framework .for licensing is 
fully applicable to UMTS. UMTS do~s not therefore require a new approach to licensing 
in. order to  respond· to· these questions.  Nevertheless, three specific  implications of  the 
current licensing framework should be highlighted:· 
..  ~ 
• The  number  of UMTS  licences  should  only  be  limited~  in  line  with  existing 
Community law, by the spectrum13 to be made available on the basis of  the foreseeable 
. market requirements (see below:  ''frequency issues",  section 4.2.2).  However, given 
the ·need for UMTS to be market-led, the Commission believes that planned demand  ' 
for UMTS should determine the amount of  sp_ectrum a.Ilocated14• Additionally, UMTS 
service providers should be able to enter the market without unnecessary constraints to 
allow a dynamic market and broad competitive service offering to. develop  genenil. 
authorisations  or  aeclaration  procedures  should  be  the  rule,  if an  authorisation 
procedure  is  considered  necessary.  Individual  licences  should  be  confined  to  the 
operation ofuMTS networks. 
•· UMTS  licensing  should  seek to  ensure  the  development of pan-European  services 
through a co-ordinated introduction.  This implies that the  systems licensed should 
.support roamirig  and operate in conformity with standards developed for  UMTS by 
ETSI where these are available (see beiow: "standardisation", section 4.·2.3).  · 
13  Whilst the Licensing Directive also  foresees  limitations " for the time necessary to  make available 
sufficient- numbers  .in  accordance  with  Community  law",  shortage .of numbers-represents  only  a. 
temporary ground to  limit licence numbers until a national numbering plans supporting competition 
have been put in place.  These are linked to  the liberalisation of  the telecoms market and so would not , 
be an acceptable basis to limit UMTS licences numbers, given the likely start date of2002.  · 
14  In general sp~ctrum allocation decisions seek to ensure that spectrum is allocated to high value uses in 
· preference to lower value uses. 
20 •  Licensing  procedures  should  not  automatically  exclude  any  organisation  from  the 
bidding process, nor should they automatically reserve UMTS licences for one or more 
existing players (e.g.  GSM/DCS  operators).  Any assessment of applications  should 
take into account t.he benefits of  allowing current GSM/DCS operators into the UMTS 
market in ,terms of  synergies and existing commercial experience. 
Interconnection 
With the adoption of the Iriterconnection Directivels, a detailed harmonised framework 
for  interconnection between fixed,  mobile and. fixed  and mobile networks  is  in place. 
This interconneCtion framework would be fully applicable to UMTS services.  · 
Roaming 
The Commission attaches  particular  importance  to  the  development  of pan-European 
:UMTS. services,  as  a  key element  in  an  internal  market  for  telecommunications  and 
multimedia mobility services16.  In this respect, but also to secure the attractiveness and 
credibility of European technology to  the  world's operator community,  demonstrated  .  . 
Europe-wide roaming on the basis ofa common, open and internationally competitive air-
interface standard has its particular relevance for UMTS. 
The proposed UMTS Decision will provide for  rights and obligations to negotiate 
commercial roaming agreements with other UMTS service providers or network 
operators  on  the  basis  of a  common,  open  and  internationally  competitive  air-
interface standard. 
4.2.2  Frequency issues 
The timely availability and allocation of spectrum is  fundamental  to  UMTS's launch. 
The amount of  spectrum made available will have a direct impact on. how competitive the 
market  place  will  be.  While  the  Commission  welcomes  the  recent  ERC  decision  on 
. UMTS spectrum alloc~tion, it notes the concerns of  industry that the amount of  spectrum 
reserved is too modest, if current demand forecasts  are  correct,  and considers that the 
allocation . of further  spectrum  needs  to  be  examined.  On  the  basis  of available 
information,· the  Commission  believes  that an  assessment  of the  value  of alternative 
spectrinn allocations  is  required in order to  assess whether UMTS  service were being 
uneconomically "shut out" due to allocation of spectrum to lower value alternative uses. 
·Spectrum must  be allocated  sufficient time  before  UMTS  services  are  commercially 
deployed (2002) and· a clear strategy should be developed for the release of  such spectrum · 
as  deinand  for UMTS  increa§es  further.  Spectrum  could be  drawn  by exploiting  the 
FPLMTS band identified by W  ARC-92  as  well as by refarming in the 900,  1800 and 
1900 MHz band  17.  Spectrum needed beyond this would have to be allocated by future 
15  Directive 97 /33/EC of  the European Parliament and of  the Council of  30 June 1997 on interconnection 
in  telecommunications  -w:ith  regard  to  ensuring  univers.al  service  and  interoperability  through  the 
application of  the principles of  Open Network Provision (ONP), OJ L199, ~6  ~uly 97 
16  Council  Directive 9l/263/EEC, addresses  inter alia. the  mutual  recognition of conformity and  free 
circulation of terminals. A proposal for a· European Parliament and Council Directive on connected 
telecommunications equipment and the mutual recognition of conformity of equipment (C0~(97)257 
. ,  of  3  0.5. 97) is currently wider re.view.  .  . 
17  In this respect, consideration should be given to Article 2(3) and (4) of  Directive 96/2/EC 
21 decisions within the WRC. mechanism (see below:. "UMTS in the ir:ttemational context", 
see ~ection 4.2.5). 
The. Commission  recognises ·the  value  of the  current  activity  of the  CEPT · and  the 
particularly relevant involvement of industry,  through the  UMTS  Forum,  in  spectrum 
discussions. 
The Commission shares the views expressed that spectrum allocation should be /pursued 
in .the context of  the CEPT. Nevertheless, the Commission l>etieves that action to support 
the  tim~ly implementation of decisions  at  a Comrilunity· level can make  an  important 
co~tribution to  the successful preparation and implementation of UMTS  and that such 
action must be taken whe_n needed. 
.  . 
In reJation to the valuation to be attached to spectrum, the Commission considers that any 
fees charged must aim at ensuring efficient usage of  a valuable resource  .. Where Member 
States choose to allocate spectrum via auctions, it will be important that the mechanisms 
put in place do  not· result in outcomes  which adversely  impact the public interest,  in 
particular· in respect of the competitive structure of the market.  Where assignments are 
administered' l;>y  officials, any fees beyorid administrative costs wili involve a subjective . 
valuation of the  resourc~, given that a market valuation can only be obtained through 
market mechanisrrtsts. 
The proposed UMTS Decision will therefore set out a methodology, similar to_ the 
one  applicable  through  the· S-PCS  Decisiont9,  for  the  timely  implementation  at 
Community  level  of the  results  of the  Clj:PT .  ERC  work  in  UMTS  spectrum 
allocations. 
wireless local loop · 
.  '  .  '  .  . 
Although wireless local loop is not the subject ofthis Coriununication, the Commission 
considers itnecessary to give its position on UMTS spectrum usage in-relation to wireless 
local loop. ·  -·  ·  · 
The  Commissio~ recognises that wireless local loop fs a promising technique to brjdge _  ,. 
the gap between fixed and mobile cellular communications where strong interest, is seen  _ 
· from  existing operators -fixed and  mobile- as well  as  potential  new  entrants.  Wireless 
local loop could provide an economi~ally attractive alternative to the wire  line local loop' 
and indeed to mobile communications.  ·  ·  · 
The Commission considers that wireless local loop may. develop on the basis of  different 
·technological· ~olutions  -iD: national, metropolitan area-or local markets.  Although some 
18  Where properly designed auctions are- used to assign spectrum, the economic theory is  that any fees. 
·paid will reflectthe discounted present value of  the excess profits the second highest bidder expects to 
·receive. The bidding stops when the second highest bidder drops out.  What the. }lighest bidder would 
have been prepared to pay, is never discovered.  However, a properly  designe~  a~ction makes public 
much of the private information held by the bidders, thus reducing the .margin between the second 
highest and highest bids. 
19  Decision  710/97!EC  on  a  co~ordinated authorisation  approach  in  the  field  of satellite  person~l-
communication services iri the CommunitY, 24 March 1997, OJ Ll05/4  ·  · form ofinteroperability is desirable, the scope and need for harmonisation may not be as 
for mobile systems where full roaming functionality requires global or regional standards. 
The Commission recognises that some Member States have allocated different bands of 
spectrum to wireless -local loop services and supports the work of ERO to _look into the 
pos.sibilities for further haimonisation. 
The Commission considers that the scarcity of  UMTS/FPLMTS spectrum and the special 
value it has due to its Europe-wide (global) availability j~tify access restrictions to this 
band and therefore that wireless local loop systems should be allowed in this band only if 
a harmonised Europe-wide introduction can be agreed. 
4.2.3  Standardist!fion 
· The Commission supports the UMTS standardisation efforts undertaken so far by ETSI, 
calls for  all interested .  parties to  contribute to  this process and welcomes the  fact  that 
standards development is being led by the pryvate sector and that a consensus seems to be 
developing on the issue of the core network. It considers that the results to be delivered 
by ETSI in time for the-envisaged start up  ofUMTS should become an open technical 
reference. for the future UMTS envirorut1ent. 
In  order  to  allow  for  effective  service  competition  and  innovation,  the  Commission 
believes that  the UMTS standardisation process should be limited to what is necessary to 
. permit systems to  be developed,  while  allowing  a differentiation_ at  service provision. 
Such an  approach is  consistent with  the  competitive  telecommunications· environment 
today, in contrast to the largely monopoly environment which existed at the inception of 
the GSM standard. 
The  Commission  believes  that  the  standardisation  work  should  in  particular  aim  at 
ensuring  the  end  to  end  interoperability  which  is  needed  by  a  pan-European  UMTS 
environment.  This would strengthen the acceptance ofUMTS by users (particularly, with 
regard to choosing whether to migrate from current systems supporting global roaming), 
as well as more rapidly securing a critical mass ofUMTS equipment and services, within 
and .beyond Europe: 
The  Commission  therefore  considers  that  work  should  aim  at .  establishing  a 
common, open and internationally competitive UMTS air-interface standard. It  calls 
on. manufacturers to work within  the ETSI standardisation process  towards this 
goal. The proposed UMTS Decision will identify conditions which may be attached 
to· licenses  in order to  ensure· pan-European services  based  on  ETSI  sta~dards, 
where available. 
4.2.4  Research and Development 
Although  the  Community  efforts  under  the  RACE  and  ACTS  Specific  Research 
Programmes have already made a significant contribution to preparing the technological 
base for·UMTS .and in comparing the'merits and disadvantages o-f c;ompeting technical 
solutions the Commission believes that there is a continued need for research in relation 
to UMTS. This effort will be pursued in the context of the forthcoming 5th Framework 
Programlne  and  should  in  particular  address  work  relating  to  network  planning  and 
management,  realisation  of intelligent  networks  (network  agent  techniques),  network 
integration, quality of service, usability, cost/performance, spectrum effiCient techniques, 
.  ~  . ' 
software  radio,  adaptive  allocation  of network  resources.  Aspects  relating  to  man-
machine· interfaces, terminal usability and. the safe .and secure use of mobile and wireless 
equipment20 will also be considered. 
Community  and national  research  efforts  should  continue  to  support  pre-competitive 
work in the area ofUMTS and its further evolution, with the spin off  that such investment 
ensures an expansion ofthe knowledge base for third generation systems and provides the 
experts which a UMTS industry will need.  · 
Besides this technological oriented research,  the broader social and  societal  effects of 
transitioning  towards  the  ''wireless  infoimation  society"  will  need  reflection  and  be 
addressed a8 a matter of  priority_. 
4.2.5  UMTS in the international context 
The  Commission  considers  that  the -further  development  of UMTS  should  aim  at 
establishing a global standard, much. like what was done for GSM.  The Commission calls 
on Member States and industry at large to Join: its efforts and take the following actions: 
•  Proposing and promoting the UMTS standard (under development within ETSI) as a 
key element of  the IMT  -2000 recommendation currently in preparation at the ITU.  . 
•  Securj.ng  ;:;pectrum  availability  for UMTS  for  its  longer  term  needs  by  seeking 
· adequate  frequency  allocations  through  the  WRC  process.  In · particular,  ·the 
Coinmission  supports  the  CEPT ·and  the  UMTS  Foium  position  to· propose  the 
inclusion of the issue· in the agenda of the WRC-99 conference, at the  forthcoming 
WRC-97.  The Commission also  fully  supports the concerted efforts of the UMTS. 
Forum tgwards the worl<.l cominunity to  ~ecure further specfrum for terrestrial mobile 
communications. 
•  Encouraging contact between interested industry organisations, standardisation bodies  ·· 
and  administrations  of Europe  and  those  of our commercial  partners  in .order  to 
promote the goal of  a globally interoperable UMTS system and  to help-in establishing 
co-operation  and  alliances  among  private  partners  at  an .·early  'stage  of UMTS 
development. 
•  Initiate at an early .stage the discussion of  market access and free circulation ofuMTS 
. · systems and termimils.building on  the.exp~riences ofthe GM:PCS MoU. 
20  A research  progr~mme into  the  possible health effects related to  the  use  of mobile phones is  under 
preparation.  This  work  will  draw  in  particular  on  the  recommendatio!ls  of_an  independent multi-
disciplinary ·group of experts  which  prepared a report  last  year  for  the  Conimission  in  this  field; 
further; a Commission proposal for a.Council Recommendation pursuant to Article 129 (public health) 
is  under  consideration  which  will  address  heal~ concerns  as  regards  public  exposure  to  radio 
frequencies.  · 
24 OVERVIEW OF  RECOMMENDED ACTIONS 
~  : The steps indicated in the regulatory area below are additional to the confirmation in this 
Communication that the current rules on licensing and interconnection apply to UMTS activities, in 
particular with regard to: (i) the limitation licence numbers; (ii) the need to support the take up of 
ETSI standards, where they exist, and (iii) the need to ensure that current operators are not 
automatically granted UMTS licences or excluded from bidding for such licences. 
domain  recommended actions 
Regulatory Framework  •  Proposal by the Commission of  a UMTS Decision which will : 
·•  defme rights and obligations to negotiate roaming 
arrangements, to the extent that these aie not covered by the 
· Interconnection Directive 
•  identify conditions which may be attached to licences in 
order to ensure pan-European services based on ETSI · 
standards, where available 
•  set out a methodology for ensuring the co-ordinated . 
allocation of  frequencies -in the Community for·UMTS 
Frequency issues  •  Ensure co-ordinated and timely allocation of  spectrum within the 
Community by referring to CEPT mechanism or, where necessary, 
- through Community measures, in particular: 
•  Prepare the allocatimi of  adequate spectrum to be made 
available by 2002 (start ofUMTS service provision) 
•  Consider  freeing of  900, 1800, 1900 MHz bands for mid-
term UMTS usage (2005) 
•  Expand spectrum availability beyond the W  ARC-92 
_  FPLMTS band for mid to long-term UMTS usage (2005-
2010) 
•  Encourage efficient use ofUMTS spectrum through pricing 
Standardisation  •  ETSI to work out critical interfaces for the UMTS environment to 
support competitive· provision of  products and services, while 
supporting.  interoperability and roaming  . 
• Key focus for standardisation should be the development of  a 
common, open and internationally competitive standard for the air 
interface 
Research and  •  Pursue R&D support on technical solutions needed for.UMTS (5th 
Development  Framework Programme) 
•  Dissemination ofinformation·and training.on UMTS related  .. 
technologies (to ensure adequate skill base for UMTS realisation) 
•  Support R&D on possible health impacts of  electromagnetic 
radiation 
UMTSinthe  •  Submission of  ETSI developed UMTS standard as option for the 
international context  . IMT-2000 standard (ITU) 
•  Explore within WRC the expansion ofFPLMTS band allocated for 
3rd generation mobile applications 
•  encouraging global dialogue at;nong industry actors, 
standardisation-bodies and administrations to promote 
interoperability ofUMTS at global level 
•  ensuring world-wide free circulation of  UMTS terminals (MRA 
·arrangements, MoU for multilateral rules) 
25 
·-14.3.  Proposed targets, action plan and timing 
The two  tables below attempt to  give· an  overview on targets,  actor~ and tirriing  as  a. 
general  frame  of reference,  as  well as  a  summarised action plan which identifies  the 
concrete steps necessary to implement the actions proposed in the previous chapter. 
Proposed targets: 
'  target 
,. 
main actor  by 
I 
UMTS standardisation phase 1 
,_  ETSI·  end 1999 · 
license award (first round)  Member States  end 1998 
IMT  -2000 standardisation  ITU  1999 
start commercialisation  private sector  2002  . 
extension spectrum alJocation  spectrum admini~trations  2004-2005 
Action Plan for the Community: 
action  (ly 
WRC-97: preparation of  agenda WRC.:.99  Oct.97 
(to include uMTS spectrum allocation)  '· 
Adoption of  Council Resolution on present  Dec.97 
Communication setting out political priorities · 
Proposal of  a UMTS Decision on spectrum and ·  Jan.98 
.,  ·  ·  lic.ensing conditions  ..  . 
Implementation of  5th Framework Programme  98· 
Adoption ofUMTS Decision  early 1999. 
-Mandate to ERC. on further spectrum allocation  Feb.99 
MRA negotiations  continuous 
· WRC-99: extension ofUMTS spectrum allocation  Oct.99 




5.  CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The consultation has confirmed the need to actively pursue at this juncture the discussion 
of the conditions to  prepare and establish the future UMTS environment. Although the 
development  of UMTS  must  be  market  led  and  driven  by  the  private  sector,  the 
government's role in setting out the appropriate regulatory environment is  important in 
providing confidence which will generate further innovation and investments, taking into 
account consumer interests.  " 
UMTS  is  Europe's answer to  global developments in the market for  future  mobile and 
wireless  communications.  Its  characteristics  of supporting  Europe-wide  (and  global) 
services roaming, including a range of multimedia applications means that UMTS will 
play a.key role in extending the reach of  the information society. 
_ For UMTS to  succeed, industry has indicated a need for  certain aspects of ihe curret'l;t 
regulatory framework to be clarified, and for key resource decisions to. be taken, so that 
business plans can be fmalised.  A strong home market will help  European companies 
compete in other parts of the world arid  allow them to  co~solidate the leading position 
that they hold today on the world market with GSM. 
The rapid and broad deployment of  UMTS will benefit European businesses and all 1,1sers 
I 
. and· assist in the  development  of certain  rural  areas,  by  creating  new  pan-European .. 
services, stimulating the growth in cross-border provision of goods and services. It will 
help European businesses of  all sizes and citizens to have access to a further route into the 
electronic economy.  ·  -
Policy makers today have an exceptional chance to help shape a  seamless  mobile. 
l  ' 
multi-media communications environment for Europe .  by setting out the broader 
policy  lines  that  will  create  a  common  growth  basis  for  the  development  and 
introduction·otUMTS. This will benefit European citizens and industry as a whole. 
This Communication of  the Commission is intended to support political discussions with 
the .European Parliament, the Council of the European Union, the Economic and Social 
Committee, and the Committee of  the Regions.  · 
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Space Division Multiple Access 
Special Mobile Group 
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